
About The Hosts
DLee is an author, talk show host and businesswoman infusing her life with positivity. From a very early age, she spent time in 

her father’s garden, where she was first introduced to her internal Muse. Soaking up the positive beats of this busy environment, 

she learned the importance of systems and to explore present moments with all her senses, embrace inspiring possibilities, 

and take empowered action with an “I can do this” choice. This perspective has given her greater resilience, creativity, and joy 

in her life. DLee is a co-author of “The Gifts of Grace and Gratitude” which recently hit number one on the Best Sellers list on 

Amazon.com. 

LadyJaye’s passion of writing, and through her “rugged earthly journey,” led to the publishing of her initial book “Giggles ‘N 

God,” inspirational, often humorous, short stories that just happen to rhyme. Her online bookstore, Spirit Wine Publications, 

hosts over a dozen children’s, elderly, and spiritual e-books, as well as collectible spiritual greeting cards, shared internationally 

through all major book retailers. Perpetual study and practice of God’s precepts led her to the stellar atmosphere of Ageless 

Wisdom and desire to share her ongoing spiritual trek, awakening the innate divinity within each reader. Her spiritual name 

of VivikaQi labels her writings of the most delightful path of her podvig this lifetime. Mission travels include Haiti, Europe and 

Mexico. An audio artist, co-hosting with dLee was her most natural “next step!” 

About The Show
Mighty Spectrums, Nurturing Your Inner Being, is about bringing together the mighty inspirational blend of two devoted friends, 

DLee and LadyJaye, as they share their creativity, the essence of nature, art, philosophy, spiritual, poetry and many other 

nuggets of wisdom and personal experience. By nurturing the space within like an internal garden, you can have a direct 

effect on how this is reflected in your environment and with others. When words are expressed, your energy is affected. When 

you create a direct connection to the Universal Mind, or pure consciousness, you activate deep levels of your brain to create 

equilibrium between your inner thoughts, your words, your energetic frequency, and your experience. DLee’s and LadyJaye’s 

discoveries are presented as a gift to inspire, enlighten, encourage, and provide resources to any individual’s healing journey, 

discovery on nurturing their own inner being, and how to sparkle with the innate divinity already within. Join us!
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